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Warm greetings!
This newsletter brings us to the end of session 2019-20; a session that focused on accelerated

teaching, learning, growth and harmonious development.

Through this coverage, we proudly

reiterate the achievements and developments that have taken place in the second term of the school.
The incredible dedication of the students has continued to be catalystic to their success. With hope
and excitement for the new session, let‟s take a look at the final segment of activities.

Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat
Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat‟ (EBSB) programme was

launched by the Hon‟ble Prime Minister on Ekta Diwas
(31st October 2015) on the occasion of birth anniversary of
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel. Its aim was to foster National
Integration through a coordinated mutual engagement
process

between

States,

Union

Territories,

Central

Ministries, Educational Institutions and General Public
through linguistic, literary, cultural, sports, tourism and

other forms of people-to-people exchanges.
The States/Union Territories have been grouped in 16 pairs.
Delhi has been paired with Sikkim. To facilitate greater
participation of students, various activities were organized
in the school post November for classes VI to XII. Students
learnt about the various languages spoken in the state of
Sikkim i.e. Lepcha, Nepali etc. They also learnt a few

proverbs and pronunciation of certain Sikkimese words.
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Weekly Sikkim news was also read in the class. Students
took oath in Sikkimese language on topics like Single use
Plastic, Unity, Conservation of water and Swacchta. The
display boards were also aligned with the state project and
focused on Sikkimese monuments, costumes, cuisine, famous
personalities, culture and religion etc. During the coming
months the students will participate in Sikkim themes
competitions and activities like quiz, drama, dance, skit,
literary fest etc. These activities will not only lead to
enrichment of knowledge of the partner state but also develop
a sense of bonding. These activities will go a long way in
developing our students as responsible citizens with deep

Model United Nations

belief in unity in diversity of the nation.

MUN is an academic simulation of different UN committees along with the Indian Parliament aimed to
boost the confidence, research and speaking skills of the students. Our students participated in the MUN
held at St. Thomas' School, Dwarka on 23rd and 24th October 2019.
Ansh Arora and Aryan Khurana of class XI, Aryan Pandey of class X and Aditya Vikram Singh,
Kanupriya Sharma and Tanvi Chopra of class IX participated as delegates. Each delegate represented a
nation with a portfolio on an agenda. Kanupriya Sharma represented Japan and Aryan Khurana
represented Indonesia while Tanvi Chopra represented France in the United Nations General Assembly
with „The threats from non -state military actors‟ as the agenda. Aditya participated in the All Indian
Political Party Meet as Subramaniam Swamy with the agenda of „Reviewing Articles 370 and 35A‟ with
special emphasis on defining the borders of Kashmir. Aryan Pandey represented Jordan in the United
Nations Security Council on the agenda „International cooperation on Terrorism‟ with emphasis on the
Pulwama attack while Ansh Arora represented Syria in the United Nations Human Rights Council with
the agenda of „Protecting discrimination against sexual orientation and gender identity‟.
The entire event was a learning experience for the students where they polished their debating skills and
learnt about different countries through discussions and research. Our delegate Kanupriya Sharma won
the prestigious High Commendation award while Tanvi Chopra won the Special Mention award for her
overall performance and made us proud.
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Heritage Week
The school observed the Heritage Week from 25th to 29th
November 2019. Students from classes VI to IX
participated in preparing the posters on India‟s rich and

diverse cultural heritage. class VI made the posters on
Monuments of Delhi, Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan. class
VII and VIII made posters on topics like Paintings,
Festivals, Tribes and Folk dances of different states of
India. The awareness on preserving the Textiles –
Handicrafts of different states of India was spread by the
students of class IX through their posters. Slogans were

also written about preservation and conservation of
Cultural Heritage of India. The activities instilled a
feeling of oneness among the students. It also developed
a sense of pride towards our country. The Heritage Week
provided an opportunity to the students to know more
about the legacy of our country which has been
preserved and passed on from one generation to another.
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Cambridge Assessments
The School aims to enhance the skills of students to the highest level of competence and endeavours to
provide facilities and learning environment beyond comparison in moulding Global Citizens. As a part
of this journey, we have partnered with the Cambridge English Language Assessment Exam which is
formulated by Cambridge University Press that specialises in English language assessment worldwide.
This exam is a doorway to a great opportunity of English language skills development. Cambridge
English is the benchmark that is accepted throughout the world when it comes to quality.
The Cambridge tests are an excellent way of motivating the children and showing how much progress
they have made in English. Studying for these tests gives the child an advantage, as these tests provide
a firm foundation for future studies and career opportunities. The focus of the tests is on practical
English language skills, with content and topics targeted at the interests and experiences of school
children. The tests align to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR),
the international standard for describing language ability. After clearing the test, the students receive a
certificate from Cambridge English Language Assessment. These certificates are recognised by
thousands of leading educational institutions and businesses worldwide.

Five Shields in Reading and Writing,
Listening, Speaking
Arshia Puri – YLE Starters
Lakshay Sharma– YLE Starters
Agrim Tanwar– YLE Starters
Shashank Singh– YLE Starters

Ayaan Vaidya– YLE Starters

Pass With Distinction:
Ananya Chandramouli – KET
Tanmay Chopra- KET
Renelle Vij- KET
Mohammed Owais Sayed- PET
Shubhra Das- PET

Kashvi Mishra– YLE Starters
Devansh Sharma– YLE Starters
Dhani Khanna– YLE Movers
Sarah Merchant– YLE Flyers
Rakshita Aravind– YLE Flyers
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Science Week
The school celebrated Science Week from 16th to 20th December
2019 to honour the role of Science and Technology in our
modern day lives. A plethora of activities were organized by
students under the guidance of their teachers and their scientific

temperament and aptitude was showcased during the week.
The Science Week started with Inter-house PowerPoint
presentation for classes IX and XI on latest technology used
around the world like Crisper Cas-3, Cultured Meat, 3D
Printing and Quantum Computing. The next event was the
Inter-house Quiz competition for classes VI-VIII on the themeWater Crisis and Conservation. This activity enabled the
students to appreciate the small amount of freshwater left on
Earth. The next to join the bandwagon was `Magic Tricks`
which was performed by the students of classes VI-VIII in
which the students explored the magical world of science.
On the second day an assembly was conducted by the students
of class V on the great scientist also known as The Missile
Man- Dr A.P.J Abdul Kalam. The students put up a small skit on
some important events in his life, emphasizing the fact that hard

work and perseverance will always bring success. 18th
December 2019 witnessed an Inter-house Quiz for classes IV-V

The theme of their stories was based
on the Science concepts taken from

based on the theme- “Inventions that changed the lives of

the topics they had studied in their

humans”. The students were asked questions on great

class.

inventions like printing, internet, airplanes, nuclear power and

The last event was the Inter-house
Quiz competition held for classes IX

plastics.
On 19th December 2019, an Inter-Class Story Telling

and XI based on General Science and
Water.

Competition was held for the students of class V.
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Science Week Achievers
DATE NAME
OF THE
COMPETITION

PARTICIPANTS
OF CLASS

NAMES OF THE WINNERS

CLASS

HOUSE

POSITION

16TH
DEC
2019

IHE
PPT

IX-XI

KANUPRIYA SHARMA
TANVI CHOPRA

IXA
IXA

RED
RED

FIRST
FIRST

16TH
DEC
2019

IHE
QUIZ

VI-VIII

DIVYANSH KAUSHAL
TANMAY CHOPRA
SHREYANSH SHARMA
VIDHI SAINI

8B
7A
8B
7B

RED
RED
RED
RED

FIRST
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST

16TH
DEC
2019

IHE
MAGIC
TRICKS

VI-VIII

DAKSH DOGRA
HIRDEAYMADAN
SURYANSH RAMESHWAR
KUMAR
ADITYA HOODA

7C
8B
6C

RED
RED
BLUE

FIRST
FIRST
FIRST

7C

BLUE

FIRST

19TH
DEC
2019

IHE
QUIZ

IX-XI

KUNAL VASISHT
SHUBHAM RAI
ADITYA SEWAL
DEVANSHU YADAV

XI-SC
XI A
XI A
IX A

RED
RED
RED
RED

FIRST
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST

18TH
DEC
2019

IHE
QUIZ

IV-V

KUSHAL SINGH
YAJAS
RISHIT SINHA
RONIT MATHUR

IVD
IVC
VC
VB

RED
RED
RED
RED

FIRST
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST

19TH
DEC
2019

INTER
V
CLASS
STORY
TELLING
COMETITION

AYUSH KUMAR
AKSHITA TRIPATHI
ANURAG CHOUDHARY
ANANYA JOANA DAVID
DEVINA

VD
VD
VD
VD
VD

-

FIRST
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST
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Math Week
Math gives us every reason to hope that every problem has
a solution

The National Mathematics Day is observed on 22nd December
every year. It is celebrated in order to honour the birth
anniversary of the famous Mathematician Sir Srinivasan
Ramanujan. In an effort to lay a strong foundation of
Mathematics and to create awareness, we celebrated 23rd to
27th December 2019 as Math Week. Each day was earmarked
by activities for students to inculcate love for the subject.

Mathematics provides a powerful Universal language and an
intellectual

toolkit

for

abstraction,

generalization

and

synthesis. Mathematical skills are crucial for a wide array of
analytical, technological, scientific, economic and soft skill
applications.
Keeping this in mind the students and teachers of the School
came together, showcasing the diverse activities and

competitions in numeracy. Students participated in large
numbers,

displaying

spirited

enthusiasm,

absorbing

information and enjoying the stimulating exercise of the mind.
The week started „Fun and shapes‟ for the students of Class I
who worked in teams and used tangrams to create figures. This
was followed by „Encourage Math Talk‟ – the usage of basic
Mathematical terms and finally „Fun with measuring‟. Grade

II played Math hopscotch and created their own clocks.
Students of class III had a fun activity with relay questions
based on Math, whereas students of classes IV and V
participated in the Math Quiz.
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Blue

House

emerged

as

the

winner;

Harshaan Sidhu IV B, Divyansh Sehdev IV
C, Hardik Kumar V C and Aaryan Yadav V
A being the team members. An assembly
presented by class III students shared the
importance of Math in everyday life and
teachings of famous Indian mathematicians
like

Aryabhatta,

Varahmihir,

Srinivasa

Ramanujana and Shankuntala Devi. The
next day students created innovative posters
where they used 2-4 digit numbers and
represented them in different ways.
A special assembly was also conducted by class VI where the students acted as Math Role Models

and spoke on the history, lifestyle, achievements and innovations made in the field of Mathematics
by eminent Mathematicians.
The Inter-house Quiz competition was conducted on the 24th December 2019 for classes VII to IX.
The quizzing elicited an enthusiastic response from the participants and the audience alike. This
was a non-routine way of getting learners involved in math activities. A Symposium was organized
and conducted on 26th December 2019 by the students of class XI. Students were very excited and
well prepared to address the juniors as they threw light on various topics in a different perspective.

On the last day of the week a Math Exhibition was put up by the students of classes VII-XI.
Students enthusiastically worked and explained the models and activities they had prepared.
Teachers as well as students enjoyed this exhibition and learnt new concepts. Our students welcome
new challenges and meet them innovatively, resourcefully, creatively and imaginatively. Certain
skills that are nurtured by Mathematics are power of Logical reasoning, creativity, abstract or
spatial thinking, critical thinking, problem-solving ability and even effective communication skills.
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Information Technology
“We are all now connected by the Internet, like neurons in a giant
brain.”

IHE DIGITAL POSTER MAKING COMPETITION
The School organized an Inter-House Digital Poster Making
Competition for the students of class IV on 23rd December 2019. The
objective of the competition was to ignite the fire of imagination and
creativity in the students. Preliminary rounds were conducted in the
first two weeks of December where all the students were given a
chance to display their designing skills. The top 6-8 scorers from each

house then participated in the final round.
The theme for the final round was „Deforestation‟. Students were
asked to express their ideas by creating a digital poster/artwork in
MS-Publisher, a Desktop Publishing Software. The young learners
displayed their designing skills through an array of posters which
gave out the message of saving our mother Earth and providing a
greener environment to our future generations. They used self-

designed logos / headings, slogans and images to convey their
thoughts. The students were judged on the basis of content, creativity,
text / page formatting, aesthetics and originality of idea. There was a
tie for the first position between Aviee Ahuja (Yellow House) and
Gunit (Green House) while Saisha Aggarwal (Red House) grabbed
the second position.
INTER-CLASS GO-ONLINE COMPETITION

An Inter-Class Go-Online Competition was organised for the students
of Class V. All the students whole heartedly participated in the
completion conducted on 29th January 2020.
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The objective of the competition was to enable students to develop
practical skills to effectively and efficiently navigate the web and master
the basics of searching correct information online. Students were given a
Multiple Choice Question paper and a time limit of 20 minutes wherein

they had to access the internet and find the correct answer within
stipulated time. The students were judged on the basis of time, efficiency
and accuracy. Khushi of class V D grabbed the first Position.

INTER - CLASS LOGO PROGRAMMING COMPETITION
Programming is basic literacy in the present digital age and it provides an
opportunity to the students to understand the technology around them.

Having children learn coding at a young age prepares them for the
future, improves their communication skills, creativity as well as
mathematical

concepts.

The

Inter-Class

LOGO

Programming Competition was organised for the students of class III on
7th February 2020. The objective of the competition was to enhance the
coding, critical thinking and problem solving skills of the students.
Preliminary rounds were conducted in the month of January where all the

students were given a chance to display their programming skills. The top
scorers from each class then participated in the final round.
In the final round, students were asked to design a given figure using
programming codes written in FMS LOGO. The students were judged on
the basis of time, creativity and coding skills. Myra Mehta of class III C
grabbed the first Position.
Our young learners participated in the competition with immense zeal and

enthusiasm. It was a pleasure to watch them find innovative techniques to
efficiently and effectively find the correct information from internet.
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Christmas Celebrations
Deck the halls with boughs of holly... ‘Tis the season to be jolly!!
„Yuletide‟ or the Christmas season brings cheer, joy and love.
Christmas is also the festival which inspires the spirit of sharing and
caring. Soaking in the spirit of Christmas, our students celebrated the
festival with enthusiasm. The Pre-primary students created a

Christmas corner with a beautifully decorated Christmas tree.
Classrooms were decorated with a variety of Christmas symbols such
as Santa Clause Hats, little shiny bells and Christmas trees made by
our little ones. The singing of Christmas songs and carols
added to the festive cheer. A special assembly was conducted
by the students of classes I and II. The significance of the
festival was explained through an enactment of the story of
„Nativity‟ or the birth of Jesus Christ, followed by a vibrant
dance performance. Students of class II presented the famous
carol „Long time ago in Bethlehem‟ and a song enactment of
the „Twelve days of Christmas‟.
Finally, teachers as well as children participated in carol
singing with gusto, as per Christmas tradition. The
auditorium reverberated with the sounds of joy, devotion and
Christmas spirit, leaving one and all spellbound!

Life Skills Report

Life skills is a term used to describe a set of skills acquired through learning and/or through direct
life experience these skills equip students to effectively handle issues and problems commonly
encountered in daily life. These include creativity, critical thinking, problem-solving and stress
management. Acknowledging it as an essential set of skills for success in the 21st century, the
school dedicates a month to each of the life skills. Students of classes VI to X acquire these
skills through role play, group discussions, brainstorming and retrospective and introspective
activities
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Republic Day

Tkks Hkjk ugha gS Hkkoks a ls
Ckgrh ftles a jl/kkj ugha
Okg g` n ; ugha gS ( iRFkj
ftles a Lons Ó ls I;kj ugha
blh LonsÓ ¼Hkkjr½ ds izfr izse Hkko ds lkFk geus vFkkZr~
OPG ifjokj us frjaxs dks lEeku nsrs gq, 26 tuojh ¼x.kra=
fnol½ dk mRlo vius vf/kdkjksa dks Lej.k djrs vkSj drZO;ksa
gsrq iz.kcn~/krk ds lkFk gÔksYZ ykl ls euk;k chloh lnh ds
Hkkjr esa dne j[kus ds lkFk geus viuk ^bdrgjok¡ x.kra=
fnol* ijaijkxr :i ls lkaLd`frd dk;Zdez ksa ds n~okjk euk;kA
lkaLd`frd dk;Zdez dk vkjaHk d{kk uoh dh Nk=kvksa ¼ruoh]
[kqÓh] duqfiz;k½ us vius fopkjksa ds n~okjk x.kra= fnol ds
egRRo dks nÓkZ;k fd fdl izdkj ;g ,d o.kkZukRed]
laoS/kkfud] yksdra=kRed lafo/kku gSa vkSj blds lEeku esa izR;sd
Hkjrh; ¼;qok oxZ½ dks bl lafo/ku dks /;ku esa j[kdj vius
drZO;ksa dk ikyu nsÓ ds mTToy dy ds fy, djuk gksxkA
bl fnu dh Le`fr Lo:i gekjs fon~;kfFkZ;ksa us nsÓ ds
tokuksa@flikfg;ksa dks ;kn fd;k vkSj muds vanj ds nsÓ izse dks
nÓkZus gsrq tokuksa ds :i esa ,d u`R;& ukfVdk dh izLrqfr xhr
^esjs oru* rFkk nwljh u`R; izLrqfr ^oans ekrje~* xhr ij dh
xbZA
vafre Hkkx fdarq var ugha ds laLdj.k esa d{kk pkSFkh ls
lkroh ds fon~;kfFkZ;ksa us xhrksa dks laXyu dj ^oans ekrje~* rFkk
^tksÓ esa pyk* xhrksa dh izLrqfr nhA blh ds lkFk ik¡poh ls
vkBoh ds Nk=ksa us ^,s oru* rFkk ^,s esjs I;kjs oru* us lanq j
nsÓizse ls vksr& izksr xhrksa dh izLrqfr ls nÓZdksa dks Hkko&
foHkksj dj fn;kA
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Junior Sports Day
The Annual Junior Sports day, for classes FN-III, was a
two-day event celebrated on 24th and 25th January 2020
in the sylvan locales of the school. The young scholars

took part in the drills and track, and field events with full
gusto.
On day one, our tiny tots of Foundation and Kindergarten
displayed their sportsman spirit, agility and strength in
the sports arena. The youngest members of the OPG
family started the event with a Fun Parade. They

marched, jumped and hopped and got warmed up to face
the heat of the upcoming challenges. Students of FN A
and KG A performed the Ribbon Drill displaying
rhythmic cardio routines. FN-B and KG B students
added mirth and colour to the morning with their Flower
Drill. KG C and FN-C then presented a pulsating aerobic
drill to the audience. POM POM Drill, displayed by the
FN-E and KG-E, was full of energy and vigour. School
has been promoting martial arts amongst students from
early years. The belted champs displayed their kicks,
punches and strikes in the Taekwondo Drill. They
performed perfect and effortless tile break and stretching
manoeuvers.
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Junior Sports Day
An innovative set of races like Fill the Basket Race (FN A and
KG A), Cross the Bridge Race (FN-D and KG-D), Ring the
Hoopla race (FN-E and KG-E), Drag the Hoopla Race (FN-C
and KG-C); were also organized to foster team spirit and
logical thinking along with physical fitness. It was followed by
the Caterpillar Race in which students of FN-B and KG-B took

part. The students of gave a tough competition as they worked
in coordination to reach the finishing line. The day came to an
end with the exciting Parent Races.
Day two was marked by drills and track events for classes I to
III. Students of class III performed yogic postures in
coordinated formations

displaying their flexibility and

strength. They did variations of Surya Namaskar, Trikona

Asana and Parvata Asana to name only a few. Children of class
I-D, II-B and II-C performed exercise routines on a foot
tapping Shakira number. Track events for students of class III
followed the Zumba drill. Boys and girls competed in
numerous races like the Baton race, Lemon and spoon race,
classic 50 m sprint race etc. They sweated hard to reach the
finishing line. Students of class II presented a synchronized

and colourful drill with pink hued scarves and also set the
tracks on fire in the 50 m sprint race and obstacle race.
Students of class III displayed the moves of the game that
unites the nation- Cricket and the most loved game in the
world- Soccer, in the Ball Drill. Class I presented Flower Drill
and displayed Taekwondo maneuvers with finesse. The young
scholars came on wheels in the skating rink charging up the
atmosphere. The event came to an end with entertaining events
for parents.
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Special Assembly
We sing, we dance and
we play and that’s the
way we learn.
The youngest members of OPG
World School from Foundation
and Kindergarten showcased at a
special assembly, on how they
spent their days at school which
included

rhyme

enactments

and

and

song

storytelling

where the children narrated the
story

with

amazing

voice

modulation, full expressions and
gestures.
Be it prayer time or learning a
pre-number concept with „Up in
the dark sky‟, their confident
performances

showed

their

involvement and understanding.
The children with their colourful
head gears and props enjoyed
themselves as did their delighted
parents, thus proving that school
is indeed the best place in the
world for a child.
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Farewell Report
“Take pride in how far you've come. Have faith in how far
you can go. But don't forget to enjoy this journey. When you
leave, remember what you came for. Take risks, succeed and
fail. Chase your dreams, live the life you have imagined.
Because graduation is not the end, it is just the beginning."
07 February 2020, batch of 2019-2020 gathered together for

one last time in the school premises for their graduation
ceremony. Our young ladies and gentlemen dressed gracefully
in their bright sarees and tuxedos were welcomed into the
school auditorium by class XI. The audience was graced by
the presence of our Vice Chairperson ma‟am Ms.Neena
Chandra,

Principal

Ms.

Namrata

Datta

and

the

Headmistresses.

The much awaited ceremony began with a warm welcome
and a nostalgic band performance. Principal ma'am, in an ever
inspiring speech, wished good luck to the outgoing batch for
all their future endeavours and acknowledged their efforts,
zeal and achievements in the academic discourse.
Programme was then followed by the symbolic and sombre
candle ceremony. Moments, a video clip perfectly presented

the years gone by and brought back warm memories of the
past for the outgoing batch. Scintillating solo and group
songs, dances and band performances befitted the ocassion.
The audience was then addressed by class XI students; Diya
Gupta, Siddhant, Ansh Arora and Tanay who shared their
moments of affection with everyone.
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Senior school Headistress, Ms Kirti Rawat also
took to the podium to motivate the students with
her enlightened words.
The outgoing batch was presented with school
souvenirs - a token of love and with the most
appropriate titles straight from the memory lane
by class XI students. Students who qualified the
Kishore Vaigyanik Protsahan Yojana (KYPY)
were also awarded with trophies.
Priyanshu Jain was adjudged as Mr. Best dressed
whille Shreya Goyal was announced Ms Best
Dressed for the day. Anubha Bajaj won the
deserving title of Blue-blooded OPGian. The
most coveted sashes for Mr OPG and Ms OPG
were bagged by Nitin Sharma and Aamya
Sharma respectively. The programme came to an
end with words of affection, belongingness and
farewell from Aamya, John, Arnav, Priyanshu
and Shawyong - students from the outgoing
batch.
After a fun filled and nostalgic programme
students proceeded towards the scribble board to
pen down their thoughts/memories followed by
some posing for the camera at the most
captivating

photobooth

scrumptious lunch.
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Excursion to Eco Adventure Camp
The students of Grade I, II and III went
for their Annual Excursion to ECO
Adventure camp at Najafgarh. The
students were sorted into groups and
named after various wild animals like
„fox‟, „cheetah‟ and so forth. Each
group had a leader assigned from the
park along with their teacher. After a
hearty breakfast, the children moved on
to participate in a number of amazing
adventure activities such as Zipline,
Burma bridge, Wall climbing, Zorbing,
Trampoline,

Double

rope

bridge,

Crawling over the net, Slithering
Mowgli walk, Commando crawl, River
crossing and Balancing the beam.
Refreshing mid-break snacks and lunch
were provided after which they went
for a Camel, Bullock and Tractor ride.
The students had a feel of the rural life
as they had a go at the Potter‟s wheel
and Chakki alongwith their teachers.
They danced to their favourite music
and watched an exciting Magic show.
Tired, but happy after a day well spent,
they boarded their buses and enjoyed
the evening snack on their way back
home.
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Adventure Excursion Delta 105
The wintery cold of January was dispelled by the bright sunshine

and excitement at Manesar, where our budding soldiers of the
nation indulged in a day of fun and adventure. Early in the
morning of 30th January 2020, OPGians of grades IV to IX and
XI departed for DELTA 105, an Army themed adventure based
camp spread over 26 acres of land in Manesar, near Gurugram.
Delta 105 was a perfect getaway for our students, away from the
hustle-bustle of the city life and in the midst of lush green wheat

and bright yellow mustard fields.
At the camp, the students had an array of activities to choose
from and the camp instructors ensured they were kept on their
toes and actively engaged through the day. The students enjoyed
several activities in different designated areas, or 'arenas' such as
Pagal Gymkhana, which featured three legged races, rucksack
races and Tug of war. Donning military uniforms with protective

gear, students tested their endurance and discipline through
obstacle courses, crawl trenches and races with battle load. The
most popular attraction was the firing range where our young
shooters found the bulls‟ eye with ease! A demo of grenade
throwing was also conducted to expose the young students to war
fighting. Students of various age groups could be seen flitting
from one activity to the next with great enthusiasm and not once

did they display any signs of fatigue.
The day‟s events culminated with the students happily grooving
to the beat of popular numbers at the DJ Arena, under the
benevolent supervision of their teachers. Finally, a tired but
happy group made its way back to the school, proving the adage
“the tans may fade, but the memories last forever.”
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Helen O’ Grady ~ Triumph 2020
The budding stars of the School who are a part of the Helen
O‟ Grady International Speech and Drama program exhibited
there creative talents on stage for their parents on
31st January 2020. The presentation went spectacular with the
exemplary performances of the students.
At HOG, a chance is given to every student to perform to
help bring out the best in them: The regular classes and this
show helped in grooming the personality of the students and
raise their confidence level.
The students of OPG World School performed multiple acts
in the HOG presentation "Triumph 2020" and exhibited their
talent. The tiny tots of class I performed four acts in the first
slot- Selfish Giant- the Classic Story of Goodness; Ants and
the Chocolate Cake, showing the value of hard work; God's
Own Palette of Colors, depicting the value of colors in our
life and 100 Animals, the poem.
Second slot had Class II with five different plays on different
themes. Stone Soup, the age old classic story; Marrionettes,
based on team work; Hare and the Tortoise, the third
generation new version and Books, to depict the importance
of reading habits. This slot had a recitation on Healthy Eating
where the kids delivered a very important message related to
eating habits. These budding artists made their parents proud
with their confidence and verbal skills. Class III presented a
variety

of

acts

and

had

a

great

stage

presence.
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Helen O’ Grady ~ Triumph 2020
This slot started with Pirate Joe, depicting the value of
true leadership; followed by a fun filled act called „Fun
with English‟, a comic recitation of singular and plural
confusions in English language.
Class IV had another set of interesting acts for the
audience- „Where the Wild Things Are‟, an adaptation
of the classic book by Maurice Sendak; "Villagers and
the Tyrants", a play depicting the value of teamwork
and presence of mind; „Sword in the Stone‟ took the
audience back to the pages of history and „Circus
Capers‟ a colourful act on teamwork, which was the
final act for the day. Parents thoroughly enjoyed the
show and applauded the kids wholeheartedly.
Class VI performed a Verbal Dynamics “At the
Cinema”, class VII performed an improvisation of the
“The Wizard of Oz” and class VIII performed an
improvisation

of

the

“Contentment

and

Perseverance”.
Through this endeavour, students learnt an important
life skill of team work & coordination because of
which the show was a huge success. Students
confidently showcased all the techniques they learnt in
their HOG classes - ad-libbing, multiple sentence flow
technique, voice modulation etc. Parents thoroughly
enjoyed the exhilarating performances of their children
and gave an encouraging feedback.
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Visit to Dwarka Court

4th February 2020, students of classes IX and XI were taken to
the Dwarka Court. The purpose of the visit was to understand
the working of a court and the nature of duties of the judicial

officers. The students were divided into two groups- the first
group was taken to the mediation center, the place where
neutral third party assists the disputing parties to resolve their
disputes without going to any trial. The second group of
students was taken to the court room. It was a hall consisting
of a raised pavilion which had a podium for the honorable
judge with the reader and steno sitting on either side. On a
pavilion comparatively lower to that, there was a witness and
an accused box where they were allowed to sit. The prosecutor and defense counsels stood on benches
near the typist, whereas the public attending the trails were given seats behind the bench where the two
counsels stood. On the respective day the case being handled was of a scooty accident with a truck
leading to the death of a lady. All the statements given by the witnesses were noted by the typist and
were kept as an official document. Later, both the groups were taken to conference room where Ms.
Menu Goel Kharb, Secretary SW DLSA, was present to answer all the queries of students. The
question and answer session took place for half an hour followed by a group photograph.

Annual Checkup
The world has woken up to the importance of a healthy body like never before. People are realising the
direct relationship between mental makeup and physical health. In a healthy body resides a healthy mind
thus, an Annual Health checkup is of extreme importance as it helps

identify anything amiss. The school conducted the Annual Health
Checkup on 7th February 2020 for students of all classes from
Foundation to XII. This was organised by the U TRUST Foundationa charitable trust which is working for the betterment of society and
eradication of inequalities and conducts numerous health camps in
various schools. Students were apprised of their general health and
were given improvement feedback.
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Harvest Festival
‘A time to celebrate Mother Earth’
Harvest festivals are celebrated in every region and state of India. People of every region have their
own unique way of celebrating the crop yields and thanking the farmers for their hard work and
devotion. The names may be different; the rituals may vary but the souls of all these festivals are tied
together as they celebrate the new harvest. Our students of class I participated in a „Pretend Play‟
where they dressed up as farmers. The „little farmers‟ spoke about their experiences at a farm or their
kitchen garden, and identified various fruits and vegetables, among a number of activities. Harvest
festival songs were played on the class smart boards daily. The highlight of the week was the
preparation of the Community khichdi which was served to the students and teachers, an activity
which was thoroughly enjoyed by one and all.

Our Expressions

Rivers of Waste

Ganga- the „Soul of India‟

Once a river flowed through this bank,

Now, sullied, the „Polluted Soul‟.

Flowers and shrubs ran along its sides,

A constant reminder of

Now it is a wasteland,

Mankind‟s beastly nature.

Just some barren sand.

Over and over does this story repeat,

The men and the women

Man never learns from his mistakes.

Of this village have moved on,

And now, after decades of destruction,

To find a new river for settling,

Our rivers are at stake.

A new river to pollute.

Protect them we must,

In this modern era of education

From our own selves.

And technology, we are taught to

They are the life of the planet.

Conserve water, and keep our rivers clean.

Something not inherited from our past,

Yet, there is garbage and plastic,

But borrowed from our future.

Tainting that sweet, sweet water.

- Shashank Priyadarshi (XI Science)
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A Day without Water

"Make it Green"

Experiencing a day without water

Lives are crying because it's not clean,

Seemed like reading fantasy books sans Harry Potter,

Earth is dying because it's not green.

How would I ever take a bath

Earth is our dear Mother don't pollute it,

Applying perfurme was the only path.

She gives us food and shelter just salute it.

My thirst was poking me like a sword,

With global warming it's in danger,

Make this day disappear Oh dear God!

Let's save it by becoming a strong ranger.

On a winter day cold drinks were not an option,

With dying trees and animals it's in sorrow,

I had to gulp some yucky milk which tasted like a

Make green today and green tomorrow.

potion.

With melting snow one day it will sink,

The washing machine was full of joy

How can we save it just think.....

As all it did was relax and look rather coy

Trees are precious preserve them,

But for mother this was not the time to chill

Water is a treasure reserve it.

She in fact had to take a stress pill.

Grow more trees make Mother Earth green,

The day without water was without pleasure

Reduce pollution and make her a Queen.

It taught me that water is indeed a priceless treasure,

- Atharv Verma (V C)

Where did the water disappear is no mystery,
For centuries we have misused it and now face misery.
-Mannat Randhawa (VII C)

च ाँद को पत्र !!

बी - २०४ , यूनीक अपार्ट मेंर् ,
द्वारका, सेक्र्र-६,
नई ददल्ऱी - 110075
प्यारे चॊदा मामा,
नमस्कार ,
हम सारे पथ्ृ वववासी ख़ुश हैं। आशा करता हूॉ कक आप वहाॉ पर मजे में होंगे।
बचपन में मैं रोज आपको दे खकर सोचता था कक मैं एक ददन आपकी जमीन पर घर बनाऊॉ। सोचता था कक
आप स़ुबह कहाॉ चऱे जाते हो ? अमावस्या वाऱी रात मझ
़ु े ऱगता था कक आपको सूरज ने खा लऱया परॊ त़ु
अगऱी रात आपका किर से जन्म हो जाता है ।
अब जब मै बडा हो गया तो आपके सारे रहस्य म़ुझे पता चऱ गए हैं । अब तो मेरी जैसी सोच की एक और
बच्ची आ गई है , लसया। वो रोज कम से कम बीस बार मझ
़ु से " चॊदा मामा दरू के " सन
़ु ही ऱेती है और सौ
बार म़ुझसे आपके बारे में पूछती है ।
अभी क़िऱहॉऱ मैं यह पत्र खत्म कर रहा हूॉ परन्त़ु आप मझ
़ु से वादा कीथ्जए कक आप बहन लसया के सपनों
में आएॉगे ।।
आपका प्रिय दोस्त,
आहान जैन (क्ऱास - 5 A)
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The Magical Crow
Once upon a time, there was a poor farmer, Ram. He had a cow. He gave his cow to one of his
neighbours and bought a magical crow to earn some money. One day, he fell sick. His wife was sad
and asked, “From where will we get money for your medicines?" He replied, "Don't worry we have a
magical crow." Astonishingly she asked him, "But how does the magic work?" He sadly replied,
"Even, I don't know!"
Next day, Ram went to his neighbours' house for learning the magic trick. His neighbour explained
him that the magic works only when the crow eats mango seeds early in the morning. Ram went back
to his house and started feeding the crow with mango seeds. Some days passed and one day when the
farmer was sitting, he heard someone speaking in the next room. When he went there, the crow
looked at him and said, "You have been giving me mango seeds, now I will fulfil your any ten
wishes." The farmer happily asked for a baby and the next morning, a baby was sleeping next to him.
Then, he asked for a big house and his wish was granted. The farmer and his wife were very happy.
One day, a man came to know about the magical crow. When the farmer and his wife were sleeping,
the man took the crow. Next morning, they woke up and were unable to find it. They started
searching in the village. The farmer's wife suggested,” We should search for the magical crow in the
jungle!" They both agreed and went to the jungle. They started searching around the trees. They

looked near the mango trees, apple trees as well as the orange trees but couldn't find it. They looked
around tiredly and then sat under a tree. Suddenly the farmer saw a hut and heard someone crying
inside it. He peeped inside and saw a crow crying inside a cage. They looked closely and found out
that it‟s the magical crow. They slowly went inside the hut and whispered, "The magical crow, I wish
for a magical T-shirt." The crow granted the wish. The T-shirt made him more powerful. When they
were going trying to open the cage, a man came. With his magical T-shirt, the farmer fought with the
man and saved the crow. They took the magical crow back home and happily lived after.

- Aaryan Kapoor (III A)
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Olympiad Results 2019-20
CLASS
NAMESCIENCE
OF STUDENT
ZONA
NATIONAL
OLYMPIAD
L
RANK
III A
RISHITA NAYAK
85

NATIONAL CYBER OLYMPIAD
CLASS

NAME OF STUDENT

III C
III C
III D
III E
IV B
IV B
IV C
VA
VI A
VI B
VI B
VI C
VI C
VII A
VII A
VII A
VII C
VII C
VIII B
VIII B
XA
XA
XA
XB

PAHAL KHANNA
DAKSH SANGWAN
RIDDHI GOYAL
IRENE LIBISH ABRAHAM
ANAISHA BHUSHAN
HARSHAAN SIDHU
KAVIN KUMAR
AARYAN YADAV
JASMINE KAUR
PRIYANSHI GUPTA
VIHAN RANJAN SINGH
SHLOK TYAGI
BHAVYA SINGH THAKUR
RISHAB ARORA
DHANYA SANGWAN
ADITYA PANDA
ISHAN SHARMA
MANNAT RANDHAWA
HIRDEAY MADAN
ISHAN PRAKASH
KUSHAGRA BHARDWAJ
ARINDAM SINGH MADAAN
ARNAV AGGARWAL
ARYAN PANDEY

ZONAL
RANK
57
94
29
69
3
43
10
52
8
5
17
37
32
2
10
23
55
5
44
77
8
44
40
50
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III A

MEHUL KUMAR

72

IV B

HARSHAAN SIDHU

46

IV C

SHIVASHISH JHA

69

VB

YUVAN SHARMA

66

VC

RISHIT SINHA

4

VD

SHAYAN AHMAD

19

VI C

NAINA SAVARN

51

VI C

43

VII A

MOHAMMED OWAIS
SAYED
DHANYA SANGWAN

VII C

YUKTARTH GWALA

59

VII V

MANNAT RANDHAW

57

IX B

MANASWI SINGH

9

XA

51

XA

ARINDAM SINGH
MADAAN
KUSHAGRA BHARDWAJ

XA

SANYAM GARG

17

XA

ADITYA PRAKASH SINHA

63

71
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Olympiad Results 2019-20
INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH
OLYMPIAD
CLASS NAME OF STUDENT
II A
II D
II E
II E
IV A
IV A
IV B
IV C
IV D
IV D
VA
VD
VI A
VI A
VI B
VI B
VI B
VI C
VI C
VII C
VIII A
XB

VENYA BAJAJ
BHAVNOOR KAUR
DEVANSH SHARMA
JAPNEET SINGH
ANITEJ SINGH
AVNI MITTAL
HARSHAAN SIDHU
SHIVASHISH JHA
RIDDHI MAHAJAN
SAISHA AGGARWAL
JIYA GAUTAM
SHAYAN AHMAD
DEVARSH BAJORIA
AARAV SHARMA
TANMAY CHOPRA

XI A
XII B

PRAJWAL JHA

ZONAL
RANK

INTERNATIONAL MATHEMATICS
OLYMPIAD
CLASS

NAME OF THE
STUDENT

II C

ARYAN RANJAN

84

III C

PAHAL KHANNA

94

III E

OJASVEER SINGH SIDHU

29

III E

IRENE LIBISH ABRAHAM

49

IV C

KAVIN KUMAR

48

VC

RISHIT SINHA

12

IX B

MANASWI SINGH

64

XA

SANYAM GARG

01

XI A

ANKUSH DHANKHAR

70

NAKSHATRAA JAYARAM NAIR

ANANYA CHANDRAMOULI
NAINA SAVARN
MOHAMMED OWAIS SAYED
LAKSHITA NATHAN
SAYURI
ARYAN PANDEY
VEERPARTAP SINGH SEKHON

OPG World School
Sector 19-B, Dwarka, New Delhi -110075
Ph : 011-45909090, email : info@opgworldschool.com
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